We are continuing the interior and external renovation of Miami Mountain Lookout. This will include interior painting, replacement of floor material, replacement of cabinets, exterior siding and repair of windows and hinges. This is based by the approval of the USFS Archeologist. Miami Mountain will open 30 days before the Fire Season to continue the noted renovations.

The Miami Mountain Lookout Fire Finder base with rail has been renovated with newly painted side mounting brackets and stainless steel rods to improve movement of the Fire Finder across the rods.

Signal has had the deck and stair assembly replaced and a biodegradable toilet is to be installed. Exterior painting will also be part of the continued renovations.

A Lookout Inspection survey of Shuteye Lookout will be conducted once accessible in the spring 2012.

We have purchased nylon leveling and slide bolts for all fire finders for the lookouts to improve movement of the fire finders across the slide rods. These will be installed prior to the fire season.

The pedestals for Hennesse Ridge Lookout and Crane Flats Lookout have been completed to display the National Historic Lookout Registry plaques and certificates. These will be presented to Yosemite National Park in spring.

Chapter Funds: Beginning balance $787.73, current balance of $408.00. Funds used for the renovation of the Miami Mountain Lookout Fire Finder base assembly and purchase of nylon leveling and sliding bolts for other lookout Fire Finders.